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“Where Knowledge Comes From”

A rather immodest lecture title!
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“Where Knowledge Comes From”

• Knowledge comes from learning, wisdom comes from living 
(Anthony Douglas Williams)

• The only true wisdom is in knowing you know nothing 
(Socrates)

• Knowledge is of no value unless you put it into practice 
(Checkov)

“Where Knowledge Comes From”

Don't know much about history
Don't know much biology

Don't know much about a science book,
Don't know much about the French I took

Sam Cooke, “What a Wonderful World” 

Questions for Today

• What factors related to quality of scientific reporting do 
journals consider as they decide whether to publish?
–What can we get from low level-of-evidence studies?

• What ethical issues do editors see in manuscripts from the 
United States and around the world, and how should readers 
consider these when they read?

• What tools do journals use when ethical issues arise?
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A lot of what I’ll discuss today has been
treated in more detail on the editorial

page of CORR

Screenshots to follow as we go along… 

What scientific-reporting factors 
do better journals consider

when they decide what to publish?

Decisions, Decisions
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Some Framing Questions

• If it is true, would it be interesting or important?

– Important: Common, morbid, expensive, of-the-moment

– Rationale: Fills gaps in knowledge, helps to settle controversy

– Effect size, not just p value

– Effect direction: We love no-difference studies

• Is it likely to be true?

• Ratio of juice to squeeze – how much effort to get it over the bar, 
and does the size of the message justify the effort

– Resource question

Interesting and Important?

• We receive close to 2000 manuscripts/year

• Readership in all specialties, worldwide, plus clinician-scientists 
and laboratory scientists

• Must move the needle; little room for purely descriptive work

Interesting and Important?

Actually…

We have to see the forest AND the trees
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Effect Size, Not Just P Value

• P values misunderstood and misused

• Patients don’t perceive them, anyway
– Subject to vagaries of sample size and other factors that have little to 

do with clinical impact
– Odds ratios, relative risks, number needed to treat/harm

• Watch out for “greater, but not significantly greater”

Effect Size, Not Just P Value

My Other Great Love
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• Not published as avidly as studies showing an effect

• Equally important, usually higher quality

• Prevent duplication of effort (grants are not easy to get!)

• IMPORTANT: Keep meta-analysis from overestimating 
treatment effects

My Other Great Love: No-difference Studies

Likely to be True? Validity and Bias
• Internal and external validity
– Cross product = 1
– The fewer the variables, the more robust, but the less generalizable

• Main kinds of bias
– Selection
– Transfer
– Assessment

• As level of evidence goes up, influence of bias goes down
– And, correspondingly, so does effect size

More on this in my other talk…

What can we get from low level-of-evidence papers?
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If You Had Two Boxes of Evidence…?

LEVEL-1
RANDOMIZED TRIALS

LEVEL-4
CASE SERIES

Which box would you pick from?

And Yet…

• <5% of what we read is RCTs

• Most of the rest: Level-IV, therapeutic

• What can we get out of the “other 95%”?
LOTS!

What We Get from Low LOE Papers

• We tried 11 of these, they all failed

– No need for an RCT!

• Modes of failure even in studies where treatment generally was effective

– Look to more-robust designs to demonstrate efficacy when possible

• Variations in presentation, especially of less-common conditions

• Sometimes, references…may help me with an unrelated (or related) topics

– Amazon’s “people who liked this also liked that”
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Bones of a Case Series
• Should pose clear testable questions
– What proportion of patients developed an infection, rather than “we report 

outcomes on…”

• Can’t drive adoption of an approach, but can cause us to abandon one

• Must articulate what and who was treated
– Precise indications not always possible in long-span retrospective studies but at 

least a general idea of when the approach was and wasn’t used

• Must deal with the key kinds of bias: Selection, transfer, assessment

Ratio of “Juice to Squeeze”
• Good journals receive more papers than they can even process

• Resource question: What to do with this bounty

• Three main approaches:
– Submission fees for all papers
– “Desk rejection” of less-promising work to focus on the more-promising work
– Open Access publication: Article-processing fees

• All have drawbacks
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Ratio of “Juice to Squeeze”

• What to invest in?

• Goes back to what initial criteria:

– Novel

– Important

– Robust (“is it likely to be true?”)

– Effect size, not just p-value; or

– No-difference study: Cautionary messages are at least as important

What ethical issues do editors see in manuscripts 
from the United States and around the world, 

and how should readers 
consider these when they read?

Issue: The Relationship

�A good relationship is based on 
trust…”

America's Leading Sex Therapist
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The List is Long
• Unethical research conduct 
– Animal care, coercion of patients / unfair consent, 

fabricated data, etc.
– Reviewer appropriates authors’ ideas

• Plagiarism
• Duplicate or redundant publication
• Undisclosed COI
• Whistleblowers, defamation, and social media
• Ghost, gift, or otherwise inappropriate authorship
• Methods recycling

In approximate order 
from most to least miserable

What Will Get Your Paper Retracted: COPE

• They have clear evidence that the findings are unreliable, 
either as a result of misconduct (e.g. data fabrication) or 
honest error (e.g. miscalculation or experimental error)

• The findings have previously been published elsewhere 
without proper crossreferencing, permission, or justification 
(i.e. cases of redundant publication)

• It constitutes plagiarism

• It reports unethical research”

“Journal editors should consider retracting a publication if:

What Will Get Your Paper Retracted: COPE

Meant to be CORRECTIVE, not punitive…
But not always used that way
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What Actually Got Retracted: Ortho, ‘84-’16

• 3 per 10,000 articles, probably increasing
– Spike in ‘15 (a high-profile reviewer fraud ring)

– 1.4% of all retracted papers

• Most-common reasons
– Plagiarism (32%)

– Misconduct (27%)
– Redundant publication (22%): This is a “squishy” one

– Miscalculation or experimental error (8%)
– “Not stated” (10%) (?!)

Rai and Sabharwal, JBJS, 2017

Another Study: Ortho Retractions since ‘95

• Increasing over time

• Most-common reasons
– Fraudulent data (26%)
– Plagiarism (23%)
– Duplicate publication (18%)

Yan e al, BJR, 2016

What tools do journals use 
when ethical issues arise?
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Tools
• Committee on Publication Ethics
– Checklists
– Website / database of cases

• International Committee of Medical Journal Editors
– Authorship and reporting standards

• Clear journal standards, presented transparently

• Plagiarism-detection software: iThenticate / CrossCheck

• Sensitivity and compassion

Tools are Great, But

• Discretion and compassion called for

• Plagiarism-detection software (iThenticate) gives a quantitative 
finding and a great visual, but…

• What to do with it?

Plagiarism or Not?

iThenticate says 30% of the paper comes 
word-for-word from another source?
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Plagiarism or Not? 

?

Plagiarism or Not?
• 30% overlap may be fine
– Meta-analysis, review article, methods-heavy paper, studies that replicate…
– Still try to make it better; “The methods were described earlier; briefly, we…”

• 5% overlap may not be fine
– Data, ideas
– Gets you fired or “resigned”

• Can’t rely on the computer (many journals do)

• Computer is “advisory to the editor-in-chief”

This Paper had 0% Overlap
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But This Man No Longer Works at Dartmouth

What it Takes

• Judgment

• Discretion

• Experience

• Compassion

AND, REMEMBER…

The World Is Large
• Cultures differ

• Our ideas about intellectual property are not universally shared

• Plagiarism in the US is due deference in some other cultures
– Perception among editors: This is a “China problem”

– My perception: There is a certain amount of prejudice at play

• In my experience, the most-serious ethical issues have come 
from…
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Knowledge Good…Compassion Better?

Compassion: 

The knowledge that there can never really be any 
peace and joy for me 

until there is peace and joy finally for you too.
Frederick Buechner

THANK YOU

sleopold@clinorthop.org


